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ABSTRACT

extraction (FD-BSE). We 白rst derive the diffuse background
nOls巴 estimate obtained by the projection back method when
considering the hands-free speech interface. Then we also de
rive the di仔Use background noise estimate obtained by sub
tracting the orthogonal projection of the speech component
from the observation [4]. These derivations do not appear
in [2， 4] or other papers to the knowledge of the authors
By comparing these two noise estimation methods， we jus
tify that extracting only the speech component is suffìcient to
get an accurate estimation of the diffuse background noise.
This gives the grounds for replacing the FD-BSS based noise
estimation used in hands-free speech interface by a FD-BSE
based noise estimation. Finally a hands-free dictation task in
presence of diffuse background noise is presented as an ex
ample.

This paper study the blind estimation of th巴 diffuse back
ground noise for the hands-free speech interface. Some recent
papers showed that it is possible to use blind signal separation
(BSS) to estimate the di仔use background noise by suppress
ing the speech component after all the components were sepa
rated. In particul紅， the scale indeterminacy of BSS is avoided
by using the projection back method. In this paper， we study
an altemative to the projection back for the noise estimation
and justify the use of blind signal extraction BSE rather than
BSS.
lndex Terms- blind signal extraction， noise estimation，
speech enhancem巴nt
1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decades，several efficient methods exploiting blind
signal separation (BSS) where proposed for processing the
multidimensional observation given by microphone arrays.
A great number of these methods address the separation of
speech signals， the so called cocktail party problem， using
the frequency domain approach (FD-BSS) (s田 review paper
[1]). Another promising application of FD-BSS in acoustic
signal processing is the hands-free speech interface. In such
interface， the user interacts with the system using his (or her)
voice which is picked at a distance by a microphon巴 array
and processed by the system. This is not strictly sp巴aking
a separation problem but a speech enhancement problem as
the goal is to improve the quality of the user's speech that is
coπupted by the di飢Ise background noise.But， in such situa
tion， FD幡BSS is an effìcient.method for estimating the diffuse
background nois巴[2]. After FD-BSS is performed， the noise
estimate is obtain by discarding the speech component and
pr句ecting back [3] the noise components. Then noise sup
pression is conducted by means of a nonlinear filter using th巴
noise estimate given by FD-BSS (for example using spectral
subtraction or Wiener fìltering) [2].
In this paper， we propose a study of the diffuse back
ground noise estimation for the hands-free speech interface.
In particular， we compare the conventional noise estimation
method based on FD-BSS[2] to the noise estimation method
proposed in [4] that relies on frequency domain blind signal
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2. HANDS-FREE SPEECH INTERFACE

Let us fìrst present the model of the hands-free speech inter
face which is defìned in the frequency domain. The frequency
domain signals are obtained using a short time Fourier trans
form of size F. In the remainder f denotes the frequency bin
and k denotes the frame index. Considering that the user is a
point source， the mixing model in the fth frequency bin is

X(J，k)=He(J)51(J，k)+N(J，k)，

(1)

where 51(J， k) is the speech component， N(J， k) is a vector
containing th巴n components of the diffuse background noise
and

He(J) = {い同州巴凹叫州X却刷p凶(例

f川川/川川F円)げfsぞ手子手s川

1時saηx 1 vector dependin】g of the spe巴ch direction of ar汀Tlva叫l
(DOA) 8(J) (also of the sampling frequencyム， microphone
inter spacing d， and sound velocity c). Note that the vector
He(J) is function of the仕巴quency. The reason is that the
apparent DOA at a given frequency， that accounts for th巴ef
fect of the reftection and the reverberation， differs from the
physical DOA of the speech， which is the angle defined by
th巴 user's position relatively to the microphone array.
w巴 can reformulate (1) as a noiseless instantaneous mixture

X(J，ト[ Ho ( 川L1

1 3 jf U l ，

where In is the identity matrix of sizen.
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For convenience we defìne

with

S(f.k) = [SI(J，k)，S2(f:k)，...，Sη+1(fぅkW
S2(J， k).・・ .Sn+l(J.k) =N(f.k).

X

Then the noiseless instantaneous mixture is re-written as

X(J. k) = A(f)S(J，k).

(2)

1t is a realistic assumption that， in a given frequency bin， the
target speech component is statistically independent of the
diffuse background noise components. 8ut the statistical in
dependence of the diffuse background noise components is
not assumed.
3. FD-BSS、IVITH NON LlNEAR POST FILTER

1n the Jth frequency bin， the estimate Y(f.t) is obtained by
applying an unmixing matrices W (f) to the observed signals

Y(J、k) = W(f)X(f， k)
1n [2]， Takahashi et al. showed that in this situation the
square matrix W(J) estimated by 8SS is such that the row
corresponding to the speech component estimate is a delay
and sum (DS) beamformer in the direction of the speech's ap
parent DOA at that frequency. The other rows coπ巴sponding
to the estimates of the noise components訂e null beamform
ers at the speech's apparent DOA at that frequency. After
convergence of FD-BSS， we assume that the speech compo
nent is the fìrst component of Y (J， k)， the separation matrix
has the form

W(f)

I t HF (f)
IW ム (f)

l

(3)

1

where Wj_ (J) is a n - 1 x n matrix of rank n - 1 such that
Wj_ (J)He(f) = On-l x1・ We further assume that W(f) is

invertible.

After separation， the noise estimate XN(J，t) is obtained
from the separated components (see next section). To sup
press the diffuse background noise e仇ct， a Wiener fìlter is ap
plied on each component of th巴 observed signals目The Wiener
gain for the ith signal is

Gi(J， t)

=

J2
.，'|�-X"i (f，t)
J:，v� _ •，�
__
IXi(J， t)12 +αIXN i(J. t)12

where the subscript (i) denotes the ith component and αIS a
param巴ter controlling the noise reduction. The ith component
of the fìltered target speech is

Si(J，t)

=

2'

.jGi(f. t)IXi(J，t)1

Xi(J.t)
IXi(f.t)1

一一一 

Fig. 1. 8lind noise estimation with channel-wise Wiener post

白Iter.
4. NOISE ESTIMATION METHODS
4.1. Method using the noise components

After performing FD-BSS， the diffuse background noise is
estimated by discarding the speech component and projecting
back the noise components [2]. Th巴 projection back of the
noise components is defìned by

支五(J，k) = W(f)ーIDW(J)X(J， k)

where D is a diagonal matrix with entries [0ぅ1 ， .・・，1] along
th巴 diagonal. To study the quality of the noise estimate given
by the projection back， let us de白ne the matrix

K(f) = W(f)ーlDW(f)A(J)

such that

XN(f， k) =K(J)S(f， k).

士 Hf!(f) 1
r1 1
(':\' 11
Wょ(f)
IOn- 1Xl 'i;;�
1
�Hf! (J) 1
W - 1(f) = A(J) rI
10" ーlxl ηW上8 (f) 1|

Using Eq.(3)， we get
then

(4)

W(J)A(J) =

-

/')

+

where + d巴notes the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse. Using
the expression of this Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse

[

01xnー1
河川_ r n�1
�
O，，-lxl Wj_(1) J - l非ïHe(f) W!(J) J '
Eq.(4)叫Jces to K(J) =[ OnxIIW!(J)Wょ(f) 1

however

W! (f) is a right inverse of Wょ(J) thus

W!(J)Wj_(f) :f= In andお(f，k)ヂN(f， k)
The quality of the estimat巴d noise obtained using the pro
jection back depends of how close to In is W! (J)Wj_ (J).
For the right inverse we have the following equality

IIW!(J)Wょ(f) - Inll予=1

(5)

where 11 . 11 F denotes the Frobenius norm. Meaning that the
average squared error on the entries of W!(f)W上(J) is 告
4.2. Method using the speech component

Finally the speech estimate S(J.t) is obtained by applying
a delay and sum (DS) beamformer in the direction e of the
target speech， see Fig. I (The angle e is the average of the
angles e(J) estimated from W(J)).

Another way to estimate the di仔use background noise is to
suppress the sp巴ech from the observation. After performing
FD-BSS， this can be done by fìrst projecting the estimated
speech component on the observation and then subtracting
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The noise estimate obtained by this method is of compa
rable quality to the one obtained by projecting back the noise
component. It depends explicitly of the power of the speech
component relatively to the diffuse noise components. In par
ticular， ifσ'i = a-� we have
Q =[O川I I" - �HeHr ]

this projection from the observation. Note that the other n -1
components obtained by performing the FD-BSS are simply
discarded.
The noise estimate obtained by subtracting the project
Oぱf t巾h巴 5叩p巴巴配ch c∞ompone叩nt f仕'rom t出h】e obs巴rva瓜叩tion i凶s defin巴d by
支む-;(げ川川fιμ川，k刈k刈)

(In - rx(J)入HW1H(f)入W1(f)) X(f，k)

=

where rx(f) is the covariance of X(f， k)， W1(J) is the
row of W(J) corresponding to the spe帥component， and
入is a scalar such that z(J， k) =入W1(f)X(J， k) verifies
ε{lz(J， kW} = 1 .
Replacing W 1 (1) by its value given in Eq.(3) we have
z(f，k) =入[ 1

I

�He(f)

then the constraint on z(J，k) gives
|入12 =

J+1 1 つ
σ f 十 2.... i=2許可
っ

] S(f， k)

No山tw附…e日a討山l
meaning that the average mean square e汀or on the entries of
In � HeHr is also 告 as in Eq. (5)

-

5. RATIONALE FOR USING FD-BSE

From the above analysis， we can se巴 that， for the hands-free
speech interface case， the quality of the diffuse background
noise estimate is not degraded by considering only the speech
component and discarding the noise components obtained by
the FD-BSS algorithm. Consequently， using FD-BSS to estト
mate a separation matrix is not necessary. It is wiser to use an
FD-BSE method that estimates only a row vector for extract
ing th巴 speech component and obtain the diffuse background
nOlse estlmat巴 necessary for the post filter using the approach
presented in Sect. 4.2.
In FD-BSE， at the fth frequency bin， the estimate y(J，t)
is obtained by applying an extracting vector M(J) to the ob
served signals

where a-; = E{ISi(J， kW}

Let us denote by Q(J) the matrix such that
XN(J，k) = Q(f)S(f，k)

Re-writing (we drop the frequency index for convenience)
the covariance of X(k) as rx = ArsAH where rs
d時{σ?，・・ー ，σi+1}IS th巴 covariance of S(k) we get
Q = A(In +1 -rsAHI入12W1HW1A).

Using Eq.(3)， we can express the last term as
Iη+1 -rsAHI入12WIHWIA =
Iη+1 -1入12rs

r

可「

l �iIe J

可H

ν(J， k) = M(J)X(f， k)

l点。l

The vector M(f) that extract the speech component can be
obtained by the method p陀sented in [4] that minimize the
cost function

Then by matrix manipulation we obtain
Q=

[He IIn]-1 川iIn+ シ) [Hel士HeHr] ，

where ^ = diag{σ2，

J判刷(仰Mω =

ε {Iω凶U以(f，k)1戸門2つ} = 1 with an it旬e削ve g凶陀削n川t de邸悩呂託ce叩nt凶

，σ;+d

Then the diffuse background noise is estimated with the
method in Sect. 4.2， replacing W1(f) by M(f ).

L巴t us d伽
the diagonal matrix of general term

Ri

， _2
71σ2市 十
σ-

n+ lσ2
， "，
) k= ー』
nσ“+
1 ' L..J
2 n

6. SI恥1ULATION RESULTS

'__ "

?

and the scalarsσL and σH such伽tσ25σ;壬σ� for
kε[2， n + 1] (σ'i and σ� ar� the minimal and maximal
di仔use noise power across the microphones). Then we can
wnte
Q = [ (In - R) He I I" -}.RHeHr ] w凶

-

2

_2

当一担

jシε {引|叫fι川、
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(6)
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Experiments were conducted using measurements and record
ings from a train station hall (using a four microphone array).
Since our goal is to perform speech recognition， a 20K-word
Japanese dictation task from JNAS [5] is used as performance
measure. The recognizer is JULIUS [6]， the conditions used
in recognition are given in Table 1. The acoustic model is
a clean model with super-imposed noise (office noise 25dB
SNR). The test sentences are convoluted with the measured
impulse response (in front of a汀ay at 50cm) and mixed with
the recorded di仔use background noise at different SNR lev
els.
The FD-BSE method [4] is compared with a FD-BSS
method (modified INFOMAX algorithm [7]). The quality of
the noise estimate is measured in term of noise reduction rate

Fhd
n同u
nλM

7. CONCLUSION

Table 1. System specifications.
Sampling frequency
16 kHz
Frame length

25 ms

Frame period

10 ms
1 - 0.97z-1

Pre-emphasis
Feature vectors

12-order MFCC.
12ーorder ð.MFCCs
I-orderムE

HMM

PTM.2∞o states

Training data

Adult and Senior (JNAS)

Test data

Adult and Senior female (JNAS)

(NRR) defined as th巴 difference of the SNR before and after
processing (taking the noise as signal). We also compute the
cepstral distance (CD) between th巴 estimated noise and the
true noise to measure the distortion.
In Fig. 2(a)， we can se巴 that the NRRs are higher and
the CDs are lower for the noise estimate obtained with FD
BSE (the values are averaged on the 100 signals and eπor
bars are plotted). The FD-BSE noise estimate is especially
better at higher SNRs (as we can expect from Eq.(6)). The
FD-BSE based noise estimation is also on average 2.9 time
faster than the FD-BSS based one. The e汀or bars in Fig. 2(a)
and the computation time standard deviations are relatively
large becaus巴 the signals from the JNAS database have vari
able lengths (2.4 s to 13.8 s). The word accuracies for
the speech recognition task obtained using the unprocessed
signal (OBS)， the delay and sum beamformer in the target
speech direction (DS)， FD-BSS with multichannel Wiener
fìlter (BSS+W α) and FD-BSS with channel-wise Wiener
fìlter (BSE+Wα) are given in Fig. 2(b).
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In this paper，we justify th巴 use of FD-BSE for estimating the
diffuse background noise in the hands-free speech interface
case. The reason is that the quality of the diffuse background
noise estimate obtained by using only the estimated spe巴ch
component does not di仔'er from the one obtained using all the
estimated noise components. Consequently， it is unnecessary
to estimate a matrix with an FD-BSS method. Estimating a
vector with an FD-BSE method is a better option as the com
putation cost is reduced while the noise estimation quality is
maintained. Note that， in the real data simulation， the qual
ity of the noise estimate obtained with FD-BSE is higher as
the FD-BSE algorithm is trying to extract a speech like signal
(see [4]) whereas the FD-BSS method is trying to recover the
statistical independence of the speech and the noise which is
a more challenging task.
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(b) Word Accuracy

Fig. 2. Simulation results.
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